Do we have to explicitly model the ions in brownian dynamics simulations of proteins?
Brownian dynamics (BD) is a very efficient coarse-grained simulation technique which is based on Einstein's explanation of the diffusion of colloidal particles. On these length scales well beyond the solvent granularity, a treatment of the electrostatic interactions on a Debye-Hückel (DH) level with its continuous ion densities is consistent with the implicit solvent of BD. On the other hand, since many years BD is being used as a workhorse simulation technique for the much smaller biological proteins. Here, the assumption of a continuous ion density, and therefore the validity of the DH electrostatics, becomes questionable. We therefore investigated for a few simple cases how far the efficient DH electrostatics with point charges can be used and when the ions should be included explicitly in the BD simulation. We find that for large many-protein scenarios or for binary association rates, the conventional continuum methods work well and that the ions should be included explicitly when detailed association trajectories or protein folding are investigated.